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[57] ABSTRACT 

An automatic clutch type chain pulling mechanism for a 
motor rolling door for releasing the brake and winding up 
the door curtain by pulling the chain during electricity 
cutoff. The chain pulling mechanism is enclosed in a hous 
ing and is provided on the rotating shaft of the motor from 
the outside end inward with a drive block ?xed on the 
rotating shaft of the motor which forms along its circum 
ference a plurality of lugs protruding radially outward, an 
intermediate disk having an elongated radial slot and formed 
with a raised circular ?ange on its circumference with a 
friction clamping ring inserted within the inner surface of 
the ?ange, and a releasing rod mechanism. The releasing rod 
mechanism includes a brake releasing rod with one end ?xed 
with a pin inserted into the elongated slot and the other end 
pivoted and having a pair of wing plates inclined upward 
?xed on the pivoted end for pushing an intermediate lever. 
The intermediate lever having one end pivoted acts upon an 
actuating lever ?xed integrally with a cam pin of the drum 
brake assembly. The chain sprocket can be pulled by a chain 
via external force and is rotatably mounted on the housing. 
On the inner surface of the chain sprocket, there is a 
pivotally mounted triggering plate acted upon by a leaf 
spring, the plate has two lower sides formed with two branch 
arms for actuating the ?xed drive block and a protruding 
actuating pin ?xed on the lower middle part for actuating the 
friction clamping ring. 

6 Claims, 6 Drawing Sheets 
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AUTOMATIC CLUTCH TYPE CHAIN 
PULLING MECHANISM FOR A MOTOR 

ROLLING DOOR 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to an improved structure of 
an automatic clutch type chain pulling mechanism for a 
motor rolling door, in Which it is further equipped With a 
blocking rod for limiting the pulling direction of the chain; 
a limiting sWitch for cutting off the recovered current 
temporarily during manual pulling of the chain; and a chain 
return device for returning of the triggering plate on chain 
sprocket so that the operation of the motor rolling door can 
be more certain and stable. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

An automatic clutch type chain device for a motor rolling 
door during electricity cutoff Was disclosed in Us. patent 
application Ser. No. 08/338,342 by the present inventor, 
Which comprises an intermediate disk actuated by the chain 
sprocket, an long slide slot of the intermediate disk is 
slidingly engaged With one end of a brake releasing rod, near 
the other end of the brake releasing rod being pivoted is 
?xed With tWo actuating Wing plates inclined upWard; an 
intermediate lever With one end being pivoted can contact at 
in center part With any one of the Wing plates, and With the 
other end pushing against an actuating lever Which can 
actuates a cam pin of a drum brake assembly. Thus by means 
of said chain device, the current input to the solenoid valve 
is cut off by a conventional device such as microsWitch When 
the motor rolling door is closed under normal operation, the 
plunger of the solenoid valve Will be pushed out from the 
release position of the brake assembly and a return spring 
inside the black assembly Will act on a cam pin to expand 
tWo brake shoes of the drum brake assembly for braking the 
rotating shaft. Thereafter, When the door is to be opened 
Without electricity, the operator simply pulls the chain 
Wound around the chain sprocket, an actuating pin ?xed on 
the chain sprocket Will contact a friction ring on the inter 
mediate disk after the chain sprocket rotates for a contain 
angle, and bring the intermediate disk together for rotation. 
Having rotated together for a certain angle, a Wing plate on 
the releasing rod Will ?nally push against the intermediate 
lever due to the fact that the long slide slot on the interme 
diate disk exerts the brake releasing rod to sWing, and the 
intermediate lever pushes the actuating lever against the 
spring provided in the drum brake shoes so that the cam pin 
rotates from the braking position to the brake releasing 
position, and maintains the brake releasing state so long as 
the chain being pulled continuously by the operator. When 
the cam shaft has rotated to the limit, the movement of the 
intermediate disk, the releasing rod and the actuating lever 
are blocked and can not be moved anymore. If the operator 
continues to exert to pull the chain, the friction betWeen the 
sprocket and the intermediate disk Will be exceeded, then the 
chain sprocket Will rotate alone. At this time, a triggering 
plate provided on the sprocket is de?ected to engage With the 
rotating shaft and then actuates the rotating shaft to rotate. 
Thus, as long as the operator continues to pull the chain, the 
braking on the rotating shaft Will be released, causing the 
barrel to rotate and roll up the door curtain opened. 

But it has been found in actual practice that although the 
chain sprocket is loosely ?tted in the motor shaft, the 
rotation of the shaft Will more or less cause the sprocket to 
sWing to and fro due to the friction betWeen them during 
normal electricity operation. The phenomenon is however 
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2 
not ideal though it Will not in?uence the normal operation of 
the chain sprocket. 

In addition, according to the above mentioned structure, 
When the chain sprocket is operated manually to open the 
door because of no electricity, if the electricity is charged 
With, the motor Will be restored to its former ?nal set state; 
thus the strong force of the motor may opposite to the 
direction of the rolling door being pulled manually. 
Furthermore, When the rolling door is to be opened, since 
only one side of the chain can be pulled to open the rolling 
door, if Wrong side is pulled until the rolling door touches 
the ground, then the operator can be aWare of changing to 
pull the other side of the chain to open the rolling door. Both 
the above tWo situations Will delay the operation of the chain 
sprocket, it may consequently obstruct a person from escap 
ing. 

According to the above mentioned structure, When the 
operator begins to pull the chain sprocket, the brake is 
released ?rst, and then the rotating shaft is rotated. Since the 
brake is released ?rst, the slates Wound around the barrel 
Will due to its oWn Weight have the trend to fall automati 
cally and close the door. If the rolling door to be pulled is 
someWhat lighter, the trend of falling of the door can be 
overcome by more force exerted by the operator. HoWever, 
if the door is so heavy, the rolling door Will fall a certain 
distance before the operator responses to exerts much more 
force to open the door manually oWing to very heavy Weight 
of the curtain of slates. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In vieW of the above, the object of the present invention 
is to provide an improved structure of an automatic clutch 
chain type chain pulling mechanism for a motor rolling door 
in order to solve the above problems and make the operation 
of the rolling door more certain and stable. 

That is to say, according to the present invention, the 
chain sprocket is singly pivoted on a bearing bracket posi 
tioned Within the housing, and the tWo sides of the chain 
surrounded along the sprocket passed out the housing 
through tWo outlets on it individually; and a microsWitch is 
further mounted, and can be actuated by the intermediate 
lever to cut off the poWer of the motor; a blocking rod is 
screWed into the housing to point to a predetermined actu 
ating Wing plate so that the chain sprocket can be pulled only 
in the opening-door direction after the door is closed; and a 
chain duct is ?xed on one outlet of the housing along one 
side of the chain sprocket to pass through the side of chain 
to be risen. A coil spring is placed inside the duct With its 
upper end ?xed With the duct and With its loWer end binding 
a collect having slit shapes partly. The center part of the 
collect is formed into a cross guide slot to be a path for the 
chain to pass through. Thus, When the rolling door is to be 
risen manually by pulling the chain at one side, the other side 
of chain is forced against the spring through the collet and 
starts moving upWard only When the force is large enough to 
compress the spring going forWard. The inner diameter of 
the spring Will be enlarged When being compressed, so it 
looses the tightness of the collect, and the chain therethrough 
can move freely. That is, by means of the present invention, 
the operator has to pull the chain violently from the 
beginning, so that brake releasing and door opening are 
almost done at the same time. Once the operator stops 
pulling in the course of pulling the chain, then the spring 
being pushed Will stretch again ?ercely and restore its 
original state. The restoring action causes the chain sprocket 
rotates backWard for a certain angle. The backWard rotation 
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of the chain sprocket Will make the triggering plate de?ected 
before returned to the original position, because the move 
ment of the triggering plate is in the Way of drive blocks ?t 
around the motor shaft and a drive block can touch With 
triggering plate to turn it. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS OF THE DRAWINGS 

In order to further understand the above object and effect 
of the present invention substantially, the present invention 
Will be described With embodiments to the accompanying 
draWings as beloW, in Which: 

FIG. 1 is a cross sectional vieW of the present invention, 
Wherein the conventional curtain of slates of rolling door 
actuated by a motor is omitted; 

FIG. 2 is a left side vieW taken along the direction of 
arroW A—A in FIG. 1; 

FIG. 2-1 is an enlarged exploded perspective vieW of a 
collect element and its binding spring in FIG. 2; 

FIG. 3 is a right side vieW taken along the direction of 
arroW B—B in FIG. 1; 

FIG. 4 is a right side vieW taken along the direction of 
arroW C—C in FIG. 1; 

FIG. 5 is a cross sectional vieW shoWing the brake 
releasing state of the present invention, and for the purpose 
of clarity, parts of the members are indicated by dotted lines 
in order to distinguish different members. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

Please refer to FIG. 1 ?rst, the automatic clutching type 
chain pulling mechanism for a motor rolling door of the 
present invention is provided inside a housing 2 ?xed to the 
right side of a motor 1. The left end of a rotating shaft 101 
of the motor 1 protrudes out of the motor housing for driving 
a rotating barrel (not shoWn) Which Winds up of a door 
curtain of slates, and its right end also protrudes out of the 
motor housing and extends into the housing 2 for a distance. 
Inside the housing 2 there include from right to left: a chain 
sprocket 3, an intermediate disk 4, and a brake releasing rod 
mechanism 5. 

As shoWn in FIG. 1 and 2, the chain sprocket 3 is pivoted 
on the bearing 201 inside the housing 2 to rotate freely. A 
series of chain loop grooves being orthogonal in alternation 
is provided on the outer surface of the sprocket 3 for 
accommodating chain rings linked in series of the chain 6 as 
in a conventional manner, and tWo sides of the chain 6 run 
out of the housing 2 through tWo outlets individually. Thus, 
by pulling one side of the chain 6, the sprocket 3 can be 
rotated. Please refer to FIG. 2, Which is a left side vieW of 
chain sprocket 3 in FIG. 1 taken along the direction of arroW 
A—A, there is a shaft hole 202 at the center for ?tting on a 
bearing 201 ?xed on the inner surface of the housing 2. 
About the circumference of the chain sprocket 3, a triggering 
plate 204 is pivoted With a pin 203. TWo branch arms 2041a, 
2041b are individually at the loWer left and right sides of the 
triggering plate 204, an actuating pin 205 is ?xed beloW the 
pin 203 protruding aWay from the sprocket surface 3 for a 
distance, and the top end of the triggering plate 204 is 
pushed against With a leaf spring 206. 

Please refer to FIG. 2 again, a chain duct 603 is ?xed at 
one of the tWo outlets 601, 602 of the housing 2 (for example 
601) and a long coil spring 604 is provided therein. The 
upper end of the coil spring 604 is ?xed on the duct 603, and 
the loWer end is bound around a ring grove 608 at the 
circumference of a collet 605. As shoWn in FIG. 2-1, the 
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4 
collet 605 has a cross guide slot 606 run in axial direction 
and has a little smaller shape in cross section than the chain 
6 When being bound by the spring, and a plurality of slit slots 
607a, 607b, 607c . . . are provided radially along the 
circumference of the collet 605 Without axially penetrating 
through the collet. 

FIG. 3 is a side vieW taken along the direction of arroW 
B—B in FIG. 1, Wherein the center of the intermediate disk 
4 is provided With a center hole 401 having a larger diameter 
than the rotating shaft 101 of motor to be loosely engaged 
therein. A raised ?ange 402 is provided along the circum 
ference of the intermediate disk 4, and a ring groove is 
provided on the inner Wall of the ?ange 402 for inserting a 
friction means, such as a compressible friction clamping 
ring 403. TWo ends of the clamping ring 403 are bent 
radially inWard to form tWo stopping arms 404a, 404b. 
When said chain sprocket 3 is ?tted on the bearing 201, the 
moving locus of the actuating pin 205 Will be in the 
protruding height range of the tWo stopping arms 404a, 
404b. Furthermore, a long slide slot 405 is provided radially 
outWard on the circumference of the intermediate disk 4 for 
accommodating a pin 406. The function of the pin 406 Will 
be explained in detail later. In addition, a drive block 407 is 
?xed on rotating shaft 101 in front of the ?ange 402 and has 
a plurality of lugs 4071a, 4071b, 4071c . . . around its 
circumference (please refer to FIGS. 1 and 3). 

FIG. 4 shoWs the brake releasing rod mechanism 7 and the 
cutoff releasing means 8, taken along the direction of arroW 
C—C in FIG. 1. The cutoff releasing means 8 is a Well 
knoWn technology, Wherein the backWard movement of the 
plunger 802 of the solenoid valve 801 Will move the 
actuating rod 803 and make the cam pin 901 of the conven 
tional brake assembly 9 rotate, so as to release the braking 
force of brake shoes. The brake releasing rod mechanism 7 
of the present invention comprises an actuating lever 701 
connected With the extension of the actuating rod 803, the 
other end of the actuating lever 701 extends doWnWard for 
some distance, and is pivoted With a roller 7011 at its end; 
an intermediate lever 702, its one end being pivoted, With the 
other end being alWays abutted against the end of the 
actuating lever 701 by means of a spring 703; a brake 
releasing rod 704 is pivoted at one end beloW the center part 
of the intermediate lever 702 and connected With a pair of 
Wing plate 705a, 705b inclined upWard, and the other end of 
the brake releasing rod 704 is bent upWard With the end 
being ?xed With the pin 406 for inserting into the long slide 
slot 405 on the intermediate disk 4. 

TWo rollers 7051a, 7051b are individually mounted on the 
ends of the tWo Wing plates 705a, 705b; and a screW rod 706 
is screWed into any one screW hole penetrating the housing 
2 and pointed to the tWo Wing plates 705a, 705b such that 
the front end of the screW rod 706 can push against a selected 
Wing plate, its function Will be explained later. In addition, 
a microsWitch 10 is further ?xed above the intermediate 
plate 702. When the intermediate lever 702 moves upWard, 
the actuating arm 1001 of the microsWitch 10 Will push 
against the upper surface of the intermediate lever 702. The 
connections in the microsWitch 10 are in the Way that When 
the actuating arm 1001 is pushed, the current ?oWing into 
the motor 1 Will be cut off. Since the circuit of the 
microsWitch is a conventional technology, thus it Will not be 
described further in detail. 

The performance of the present invention Without elec 
tricity is explained as beloW: 

First based on the location for installing rolling door, the 
operation of the present invention is that, With reference to 
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FIG. 2 for example, if the rolling door is opened by pulling 
downward the chain at the right side, then the chain duct 603 
is ?xed at the left outlet of the housing 2. Furthermore, as 
shoWn in FIG. 4, the screW rod 706 is screWed into the 
housing at the left Wing plate 705b to push against the end 
surface of the plate 705b. Having mounted in this Way, as 
shoWn in FIG. 5, if no electricity drives the motor 1, then the 
plunger 802 of the solenoid valve 801 is pulled out by spring 
703 to sWing the cam pin 901 for releasing the brake. During 
the situation of no electricity, When it is desired to open the 
door, if the operator pulls the right side chain 6 doWnWard 
(With reference to FIG. 2), the chain sprocket 3 Will then 
rotate clockWise. Please refer to FIG. 5, after the actuating 
pin 205 on the chain sprocket 3 folloWs the sprocket 3 to 
rotate, it Will ?nally touch against the stopping arm 404b of 
the friction clamping ring 403 in intermediate dish 4. If the 
chain 6 is pulled continually, the intermediate disk 4 Will be 
rotated by pushing the friction clamping ring 403. At this 
time, the triggering plate 204 on the chain sprocket 3 Will 
counter against the leaf spring 206 to de?ect counterclock 
Wise around pin 203; and the long slide slot 405 Which 
rotates With the intermediate 4 Will drive the pin 406 
accommodated therein to move radially outWard. The brake 
releasing rod 704 integrated With the pin 406 is forced to 
sWing clockWise around its axis, so as to make the Wing plate 
705b sWing upWard and push the intermediate lever 702 at 
the center part to sWing upWard counter clockWise around its 
axis, thus resisting against the spring 703 to move the 
actuating lever 701 upWard, so the cam pin 901 turns 
counterclockWise to release the force Which brakes the 
rotating shaft 101 of the motor. 

Please refer to FIG. 5 again, When the cam pin 901 turns 
to the limit, and the rotation of the intermediate disk 4 is 
limited and can not rotate further. The rotation trend of the 
triggering plate 204 as Well as that of the chain sprocket 3 
are impeded. But if the pulling force is still increased, the 
clamping ring 403 Will overcome the friction betWeen the 
surfaces of ring groove and clamping ring and slide along 
the ring groove on the ?ange 402, While the triggering plate 
204 Will counter against the leaf spring 206 and de?ect 
further. Also the branch arm 2041a of the triggering plate 
204 Will fall on a lug, for eXample the lug 4071b of the drive 
block 407 after rotating. Therefore, after the rotating shaft 
101 is released as mentioned above, the rotating trend of the 
chain sprocket 3 pulled by the chain 6 Will act upon the lug 
4071b via branch arm 2041a to rotate the rotating shaft 101. 
Thus the rotating shaft 101 eXtended outWard at the left end 
in FIG. 1 Will rotate a conventional mechanism to Wind up 
the door curtain. During pulling of the chain 6, if the 
operator stops pulling of the chain, the spring 703 of the 
brake assembly Will then turn the cam pin 901 back, and the 
rotating shaft 101 is braked to remain thereWith. Thereafter, 
if the operator pulls the chain 6 again, the processes 
described above Will repeat therefrom to release the rotating 
shaft 101, actuate the drive block 407, turn the rotating shaft 
101 and Wind up the door curtain to open the door further. 
The above operations are the same as that of a conventional 
case. The improvements of the present invention Will be 
described as beloW: 

(1) During pulling of the chain 6 to Wind up the door 
curtain, since the Wing plate 705b pushes the intermediate 
lever 702 upWard to press the actuating arm 1001 of the 
microsWitch 10, so the current input to the motor 1 Will be 
cut off. Therefore, even if the electricity is recovered again 
during pulling of the chain 6, the manual operation Will not 
be interrupted. 

(2) When the operator begins pulling the chain 6 to open 
the rolling door, as shoWn in FIG. 2 and FIG. 2-1, since the 
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chain Within the duct 603 at the left side of the sprocket 3 is 
clamped by the collect 605, only When the pulling force is 
large enough, the collect 605 can push the spring 604 
upWard Within the duct 603. During pushing the spring 604 
on, the diameter of the spring Will gradually eXpand so as to 
loosen the collet 605 clamping the chain therein, thus the 
chain 6 can slide Within the collet 605 freely. Since the 
operator must eXert a large force to pull the chain doWn, at 
the beginning, the falling trend of the door curtain Will be 
counteracted even the brake has been released. Inversely, if 
the operator stops pulling, the spring 604 Will stretch imme 
diately and reduce its diameter to clamp the chain again, so 
the chain Will Within such a short time move back and bring 
the sprocket 3 to rotate counterclockWise. At the same time, 
even if the de?ected triggering plate 204 on the sprocket 3 
can not recover due to the pressure of the leaf spring 206, the 
branch arm 2041a of the triggering plate 204 Will be pushed 
through the lug 4071 to recover to the original position, and 
prepare stable operation for the neXt step. 

If the other side of the chain 6 is pulled during opening of 
the door, the rotating direction of the interface Wheel 4 Will 
be clockWise and opposite to the above mentioned direction 
(please refer to FIG. 5), so the Wing plate 705b Will have the 
trend to rotate counterclockWise, but because of the screW 
rod 706 the Wing plate 705b is blocked and can not rotate to 
release the rotating shaft 101, thus the door can not be 
opened unless the pulling direction is changed. 

(3) The rotating shaft of the chain sprocket 3 is not the 
rotating shaft of the motor, therefore under the normal 
condition, the rotation of the motor Will not transfer to the 
chain sprocket 3 so as to avoid the the vibration of the chain 
sprocket 3. 
Summing up the above, the releasing of the brake of the 

rotating shaft and the rotating of the shaft to open the door 
can be done almost at the same time by means of the 
automatic clutch type chain pulling mechanism for a motor 
rolling door according to the present invention, the falling of 
the curtain of slates due to its oWn Weight is thus prevented 
at the beginning of operation. 
What I claimed is: 
1. An automatic clutch type chain pulling mechanism for 

a motor rolling door mounted at one side of a motor and 
enclosed in a housing, said mechanism actuating a cam pin 
of a drum brake assembly Which assembly is actuated during 
motor operation by a solenoid plunger of a solenoid to 
release the brake of the drum brake assembly so as to permit 
rotation of the motor shaft, said chain pulling mechanism 
comprising: 

a releasing rod mechanism, an intermediate disk for 
actuating the releasing rod mechanism, and a chain 
sprocket rotatable by a chain for actuating said inter 
mediate disk, Wherein said chain sprocket is mounted 
for rotation on said housing. 

2. An automatic clutch type chain pulling mechanism for 
a motor rolling door mounted at one side of a motor and 
enclosed in a housing, said mechanism actuating a cam pin 
of a drum brake assembly Which assembly is actuated during 
motor operation by a solenoid plunger of a solenoid to 
release the brake of the drum brake assembly so as to permit 
rotation of the motor shaft, said chain pulling mechanism 
comprising: 

a releasing rod mechanism, an intermediate disk for 
actuating the releasing rod mechanism, and a chain 
sprocket rotatable by a chain for actuating said inter 
mediate disk, said chain having tWo ends eXtending 
from tWo sides of said housing, 
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said releasing rod mechanism comprising an actuating 
lever having a ?rst end functionally communicating 
With said cam pin, an intermediate lever having a ?rst 
end pivotally ?xed on said motor and a second end 
abutting a second end of said actuating lever, a brake 
releasing rod having a ?rst end pivotally ?Xed on said 
motor beloW a central part of said intermediate lever, a 
pair of Wing plates inclined upWardly to the interme 
diate lever and ?Xed on the ?rst end of said brake 
releasing rod, a second end of said brake releasing rod 
having a pin arranged parallel to the rotating shaft of 
said motor, a biasing spring having a ?rst end engaging 
said actuating lever and a second end ?Xed on said 
motor, 

Wherein said intermediate disk has a central hole for 
rotatingly mounting said intermediate disk on the rotat 
ing shaft of said motor, a concentric raised circular 
?ange provided on a side of said intermediate disk apart 
from said releasing rod mechanism and having a fric 
tion clamping ring inserted in a ring groove on an inner 
circumference of said ?ange, and an elongated slot 
radially arranged on the circumference of said inter 
mediate disk for accommodating said pin on said brake 
releasing rod, said chain sprocket being rotatingly 
mounted on said housing and having a triggering plate 
actuated by a spring and pivotally mounted on a 
circumference of said chain sprocket, tWo branch arms 
being formed at tWo loWer sides of said triggering plate 
and a protruding actuating pin being ?Xed at a loWer 
middle portion of said triggering plate for actuating 
said friction clamping ring, and 
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a drive block arranged in front of said circular ?ange of 

said intermediate disk ?Xedly mounted on the rotating 
shaft of said motor and having a plurality of lugs 
extending radially outWardly from a circumference of 
said drive block. 

3. The automatic clutch type chain pulling mechanism for 
a motor rolling door according to claim 2, Wherein a 
microsWitch is further ?Xed above the intermediate lever and 
an actuating arm of the microsWitch abuts against the 
intermediate lever. 

4. The automatic clutch type chain pulling mechanism for 
a motor rolling door according to claim 2, Wherein a roller 
is pivoted on each end of the tWo Wing plates respectively. 

5. The automatic clutch type chain pulling mechanism for 
a motor rolling door according to claim 2, Wherein a screW 
hole for a screW rod to screW into is provided on the housing 

at a place Which corresponds to each of the tWo Wing plates 
respectively. 

6. The automatic clutch type chain pulling mechanism for 
a motor rolling door according to claim 2, Wherein a chain 
duct is ?Xed on one of the outlets of the housing and has a 
coil spring mounted therein, With the upper end of the spring 
being ?Xed on the duct and the loWer end being bound on the 
circumference of a collet, the collet has a cross guide slot 
With smaller cross section than that of the chain, a plurality 
of slit slots are formed on the circumference of the collet 
radially Without penetrating through the collet aXially. 


